
 
Introduction to the cosmological relaxation

This note will be about so called

relation It is one of proposed solution to

the EW hierarchy problem in the SM It is

a relatively new idea with a totally different

approach compared to a traditional approach

to hierarchy problems To appreciate how it

works and how it is different from others

let us start with a few words about hierarchy
problem in SM

Let us consider a few terms in the

standard model we consider two terms

I 0 Acct MIT IHF

what are they They are cosmological constant

and the Higgs doublet mass they are theonly

relevant operators in SM They are theonly

coefficients with positive mass dimension in SM



The observed values for these two parameters
are theoretically intriguing as they are

UV sensitive in QFT

The measured values for these parameters are
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On the other hand any state in CBISM contributes
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Therefore a naive comparison between
observed

values and renormalized values in AFTyields
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This seems odd and unnatural
In QFT framework a fine tuning at UV scale is

required to explain what we see for Chami

A lot of theoreticalefforts have been given to

explain these small
members and to make them

look more natural This naturalness criteria

has been guiding the community for
a few

decades

See Giudice 0801 2562 1309 17879 for an

overview

Before we talk about relaxationmechanism

let me summarize croughly proposed solutions to

hierarchy problem This will give a context to

the relaxion There are roughlyspeaking
three classes of solutions each of them
based on

I Symmetry ey Susy technicolor
there exists a symmetry softening
UVsensitivity of theseparameters



ii Anthropics multiverse

Fundamental constants are actually a

function of dynamical fields
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and there are a numberof stable
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each represents a universe with different

fundamental constant The reason why we

see what we see is that it's more likely

for an observer to observe those fundamental

constant due to anthropic reasons

Galactic principle for C C Weinberg D
Donoghue et alAtomic principle for EU
chefpm9407389



iii Dynamics

similar to anthropic solution it beginswith

recognizing that fundamental constantmight

be a function of fields
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but the potential for the field is engineered
such that a parametrically smallervalued

is much more preferred

QCD axion solution to strong CP

Abbott c85 for C C

o Relaxion Graham Rajendran Kaplan 151

This is only rough classification There are recent

activities that may be understood as
combination

of more than two aboveprinciples



How does relaxation works

Consider first an example of QCD axiom
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If 0 is just a constant then different valueof
0 is just different theory with different vacuum

energy But if we promote 0 Calf dynamical

field by introducing PQ then
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So QCD axion relaxes strong CP angle

Now we know what to do for the Higgs
mass The first thing to do is to promote
the Higgs mass as a dynamical field and

we do that by introducing relaxion
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To Higgsmass

UV cutoff for the Higgs mass

The relaxion potential

What we require
to relax the Higgs mass fromM2 Mu

An immediate difficulty is that there is no

apriori reason for to have at such that
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This is again the same kind of fine tuning
problem There's nothing special aboutµi o

Since there's no symmetryassociated with

Anton what we can do is to give a landscape

like structure to the potential so that there's

discrete spectrumof Mri cats For that

we introduce an axion like particle
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corresponds to different Higgsmass
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For each steps 04nF the change of Higgsmass is
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so as long as Choi KimYun 14
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this landscape has enough resolution
to identify

the EW Higgs mass

But this potential structure is more like that for

anthropic solution Small Higgs mass is not particularly

preferred over the LargeHiggsmass and therefore

it doesn't seem like different from anthropic
solution

Additional ingredient is required what we are

missing is a proper feedback mechanism that

enforces 4 to stop only when Mtf is small

For instance Br only turns on
whenMuko Vel

wt
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The potential that does this might be
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An introductionof backreaotio
potential that's proportionalto

Higgs uer

And this backreaction potential is chosen such
that
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The first condition is clear and the second

term is to make it stop only when Higgs
mass

is CW scale



We are almost there but there are still two

questions to answer

1 Where does Vbr come from

2 When does this Happen

For the first question there are multiple answer

a QCD

to
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b from new strongsector
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So for any models
we
may parametrize

the

back reaction potential as

Vbr AirHut cos

for details see Graham Kaplan Rajendran CGKR

and also Espinosa GroJean Panico PomanalservantPujols

For the second question the original GKR 45

scenario use Hubble friction during inflation
So the relaxion can adiabatically settle down at

the minimum

Now let's summarize
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3 HI 7
1 inflation sector dominate

total energyden

4 HI C Aaa or other strongDynamics

5 Ofclassical of quantum

sit
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Combining 3 and 5 and taking

smallest possible f M
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So relaxion can relax the Higgs mass at most

from 109 GeV



Remarks

1 Alternative friction particle production

of FF W or Z
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Higgs independentwiggle

The particle productiononly happens
when

the gauge
bosons are tight enough cat Ew scale

Excitations of folcxo.tt from selfinteraction

dramatically changesthepicture
C Fonseca Morgante Sato Servant 19

2 Dark matter
Ker scale particle dark matter

C Fonseca R Morgante 18



g
thermal production after reheating

sub eV scale axioulike dark matter
Banerjee Kim Perez 18

misalignmentmechanism

3 Phenomenology

Unlike the other traditional solutions to

hierarchy problem
GKR relaxion predicts

a light new state lighter than EW scale

From its backreaction potential

Vbr Abi as
g

it mixes with higgs and low energy

pheno is pretty similar to Higgsportal

models although 4 is axiou like particle
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Another interesting point is that the

relaxion mass is also generically relaxed in

a similar way Naively speaking
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But due to fine scanning of higgs mass
Resolutionof Higgsmass scanner
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The first stopping point is not just
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but 4g Tyz where the second

derivative is suppressed So actually

my
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while mixing angle is just the same Becauseof
this relaxation of relaxion mass low energy
observer LEFT theorists may find relaxion

parameter unnatural although everything
is constructed in a technically natural way

sin0
Unnatural

looking
but

natural
relaxion

model
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